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What we do.

We would like to present some additional work 
that we do „behind the scenes” that not all  
of you might be aware of. Increasingly, year  
to year, clients require not standard solutions. 
Due to the fact that projects are more 
demanding, many times we need to properly 
adjust or modify devices to suit client’s needs.

Why we do that.

Satisfaction of our clients is the key therefore 
we follow “Yes, we can” attitude whenever  
and wherever is possible.

SE Technicians

Who does do that.

Fantastic team of SE Technicians are behind  
of all of this. Checking for the possibilities, 
looking for ways to adjust, finding local 
suppliers, checking for new solutions, spending 
hours in warehouse just to be sure that 
modification works, is safe and is according  
to the special requirement.
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To be used with: SD, SDD

Portable dew point monitor is made by Shi-
ni Europe with high quality components. 
Packed in the suitcase that prevent it from 
damages and is easy to carry. To use it is 
enough to switch the power on, apply hose 
into the connector in the device and await 
for the measurement.

Possible for series: SG 36/43/50/70

Station is used to unload material from big 
bags. Designed according to dimensions 
provided by the client to suit exactly to his 
needs. Made of powder coated, stainless 
steel profiles.

Possible for series: SG 16/20N/24N

Container is used to store granulated material and to transport it in very easy way for 
example to machine. Equipped in pipe for transportation hose connection gives pos-
sibilities to use any hopper loader of the clients choice. Made with galvanized steel and 
powder coated. Container also has wheels for easy movement. 

Portable dew point 
monitor

Big bag discharge station

Container for material collection from dust 
separator
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Possible for many different 
applications

Hoppers for material made according 
to client’s project (possible in various 
dimensions and variants).
First type, made of stainless steel, on 
frame with wheels. Equipped with 
camlock coupling for transport hoses 
connection.
Second type, made of stainless steel, 
without frame and wheels. Transport 
hose to be connected to pipe on top 
cover. It is possible to equip pipe with 
camlock coupling also.

Stainless steel 
material hoppers

Storage box for belt conveyor

Modification made in SG 1621N
Possible in series: SG 16N/20N

Demand was for granulator that can work 
with small type of injection moulding 
machine and robot.Standard SG 1621N 
was too high therefore it was lowered to 
95 cm. To avoid any dangerous situations, 
protective grille was added.

Possible for all Shini devices

If you have device that need fixing you can 
send it to us for inspection.
We will check, quote, repair if possible and 
send back device to appointed address.
This will help to reduce costs of the on-site 
service along with time needed to get to the 
client, get the spare parts and make the ac-
tual repair.

Modification made in CML-M3
Possible in inclined belt conveyors

Special storage box was made for the 
material that goes out of the shredder 
through belt conveyor to smaller SG for 
granulation. Box, made of stainless steel 
with top cover opening for easy access.

Reduction of cutting 
chamber

Service


